Jeep jk steering box

You might be at that point in the development of your Jeep build at which a steering upgrade
has become the obvious next step. There are a number of options ranging from completely
gutting and replacing the steering system with a full hydraulic setup to bracing the factory box
so it can handle the twisting and tweaking a bit better. Claimed to be the most powerful
producing 35 percent more turning force than the factory part and strongest replacement Jeep
JK steering box on the market, it is highly recommended for any JK running large tires or a
front locker. The case 15 pounds heavier than factory is much sturdier than stock, and all the
mounting areas have been beefed up too. A couple of notes before we go any further: The larger
size of the Big Bore XD can create a fitment problem with some aftermarket track bars. It may
also have clearance issues that need to be addressed with certain V-8 swaps. Check with PSC
about your specific application. On the road, the steering is light and responsive, unimpeded by
the larger tires. On the trail, the steering remains light to the touch and it takes less fighting with
your steering wheel when going over the rough stuff. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos.
Stuart A. Bourdon Photographer, Writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. The JK
Wranglers are great. Add some coil spacers and a few other trinkets and you can be tearing up
the trail with 35s in less than a day. Instead of whiz-bang long-arms, coilovers, or other crazy
stuff, we cobbled together a simple lift that works extremely well and rides like a cloud. By
saving on suspension parts, we could focus our budget on more-necessary components like an
aftermarket front axlehousing, better rocker armor, a good winch, beadlocks, and stuff of that
nature. Increased leverage from big tires and a raised suspension puts added stress on certain
components and will quickly highlight any factory or aftermarket areas of inadequacy. We
needed fixes to real problems, so we tapped JKS Manufacturing for the parts to make our JK a
solid performer for the next 80, miles. Normally we like to do all of our own installs, but with
deadlines looming and the lure of a nice lift, clean shop, and professional help only a few miles
away, we headed off to our local 4 Wheel Parts Performance Center in Temecula, California,
where our old buddy, Jay Miller, once again put wrench and welding wire to one of our Jeeps.
Sloppy Steering Problem: Yeah, this is a two-part problem, but it seems that lifted JKs with
larger-than-stock tires experience death wobble and sloppy handling more than other models.
Along with prematurely worn ball joints, incorrect toe settings, or wasted tie-rod ends, a
contributing factor is often a worn steering box. The framerail can also flex under heavy
steering input and the track bar frame mount, located directly under the steering box, can flex,
crack, or completely break with hard use. Solution: JKS has developed a unique reinforcement
kit that beefs up the track bar and steering box mounts, and also adds a double-sheer pillow
block bearing on the bottom of the sector shaft. This prevents any play inside the steering box
under heavy use. A weld-on brace mounts a support strut featuring right- and left-hand rod
ends to tension the mounts and equally distribute steering and track bar loads to both
framerails. Track Crack Problem: Raising the chassis increases the track bar angles, which
imparts more leverage on the track bar mount. Some suspensions add a dropped track bar
bracket for the rear, but often these brackets bend, break, or cause damage to the track bar
bracket at the frame. Solution: JKS manufactures a very nice weld-on rear track bar
reinforcement bracket built from sturdy 7-gauge 0. The same holds true for the four-door
models, although you can generally get away with more lift before requiring pinion angle
changes. The arms use greasable brass bushings inside a threaded body that allows no limit to
articulation and give up to 3 inches of length adjustment. Jp JK Combo Wondering what our
bastardized lift kit is currently comprised of? Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos.
Christian Hazel Writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Loose steering feel, excessive play,
wondering, and drastic variations in steering response between low and high speeds have been
an ongoing problem for Jeep Wranglers causing their owners much anxiety. If you are
experiencing any of these symptoms, then you could find a solution in this article. These
symptoms have plagued Jeep Wrangler owners for years without any real solution from FCA
until recently. They have introduced an upgraded steering box which seems to solve the play in
the steering, however it does not completely eliminate the tracking and wondering issues. The
steering is not as crisp and constantly requires minor adjustment to keep it straight. Drive it
long enough and you might just get used to it, or it will drive you completely crazy. The Body on
frame design with solid front axles are designed to be superior off-road and able to haul heavy
loads under challenging conditions for extended periods. But how much of the play and
wondering is acceptable, and is there any way we can tweak this beast to have more acceptable
on-road manners? After implementing the below fixes, many owners reported a huge difference
in steering behavior and felt satisfied. You have been warned. Jeep advises a replacement
steering box is the only option. There are factory set points that are marked in green on the
adjustable nuts to indicate its alignment setting. Over time this can shift. There is a risk of over
tightening the factory set points which could result in damaging the internal gears and

prematurely wear out the steering box, so exercise caution when doing so. Make sure you allow
a light amount of play in the steering. The adjustment is done directly on the steering box by
loosening the adjustment screw and locknut. The procedure is simple and should take longer
than 10 munities to complete. If this is the case, you might have to use heat to loosen the
Loctite and some extra force to break the seal. Be mindful not to strip the Allen head of the
adjuster. Fitting an adjustable track bar will improve the centering of the vehicle irrespective of
articulation and movement of other suspension components. If you fit an adjustable track bar,
along with Mopar LCA suspension components, you essentially allow more adjustment options
to alleviate the problem. A steering brace will take up the slack in the steering quite a bit. The
factory track bar is weak and slightly under-engineered. A beefier adjustable aftermarket track
bar with an adjusted steering box will dramatically improves the ride quality. For improved
caster angle adjustments and straight line travel, the Mopar LCA is a fantastic solution. The LCA
basically serves as a direct connection between wheels and steering. The LCA attaches the
wheels to the chassis and assists in handling, up and down travel and keeps the axle centered
when driving on uneven surfaces. Since an aftermarket LCA is deigned from more superior
materials and more beefy build quality, it offers other advantages when going off-road as well
as when fitting it in conjunction with an aftermarket suspension. Something as insignificant as
tire pressure can be the cause of much movement in the steering. Dealerships are notorious for
overinflating the tires resulting a very loose feel to the steering. Once you fit larger wheels and
tires, you also decrease the sensitivity of the steering feel. Most Jeep owners recommend
inflating to no more than 37 and as low as Depending where you live, road surface and the
weather, these all influence the pressure that builds up inside the tires, so check them regularly.
The amount of play experienced between Wranglers varies greatly. Certain Wranglers will only
require a slight steering box adjustment and that will fix it, whereas others might need
additional aftermarket components to get the same result. Remember to exercise caution when
adjusting the steering box since over-tightening can cause catastrophic damage and will void
your warranty. Here we strive to provide the most accurate, up-to-date, information about the
functionality, common faults and latest technology built into most 4 Wheel Drives. Skip to
content Loose steering feel, excessive play, wondering, and drastic variations in steering
response between low and high speeds have been an ongoing problem for Jeep Wranglers
causing their owners much anxiety. So, exactly how bad is the Wrangler steering? Table of
Contents. When doing a big tire upgrade, there are so many options available, it can get quite
confusing. Your primary goal should be [â€¦]. Continue Reading. Big tire upgrades are one of
the most popular upgrades done on almost all makes of pickups, so this article will clear up the
most commonly asked question, what the biggest tire I can fit to my truck. This is the same
steering system Tony used to race the KOH race. The Original hydraulic assisted steering
system designed and developed for competition rock crawlers, but the Rock Ram System will
improve the off road and on highway handling of any vehicle running larger than stock tires. It
works equally well on weekend trail riders, hardcore rock crawlers and the 4 Wheel drive with
large tire and a lift kit who rarely gets off road but needs additional steering to move the big
tires into tight parking spots. The Rock Ram system increases your steering force yet percent
or more, yet still retains excellent handling characteristics for on road driving. The Ram
Cylinder uses dynamic hydraulic pressure to control the front end movement, not just cushion
it and the results produce a smoother ride and increased steering control. The AGR Super Ram
Steering Box has been machined and ported and fitted with a properly matched Rock Ram Valve
to provide the needed increased fluid flow to supply both the Ram Box and the Ram cylinder,
not to be confused with the backyard conversion that results in a slow and sluggish steering
system. The AGR steering gear box is manufactured with light valving for turning ease. In
additional to the tremendous increase in turning force the Rock Ram System reduces stress on
the steering gearbox and your Jeep's frame by sharing the load with the Ram cylinder. The
components and modifications include the Rock Ram system are purpose designed to provide
pure turning power for off road maneuvering and at the same time stabilizing the front end while
driving on pavement. Kit Includes:. We promise to never spam you, and just use your email
address to identify you as a valid customer. When it comes to steering, i want the best. AGR has
this kit dialed in enough for me to finish a brutal race like King of the Hammers in Highly
recommended. Tony P. AGR Steering. Minimum Purchase:. Maximum Purchase:. Gift
Wrapping:. Steering Fluid:. Add to Cart. Add to Wishlist. Needle roller bearing to support long
JK sector shaft. Eliminates the need for a conventional steering stabilizer. Comes with factory
stops to keep the JK's steering angle sensor within operating parameters. Select from options
above. Don't forget to add a steering cooler! The AGR Rock Ram System is the ultimate in
steering components kits, however it is not the fix for worn other steering components needing
repair or replacement. How do you rate this product? Write a headline for your review here:.
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